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Abstract
In the UCSB method for computing broadband ground motion we explicitly specify a source
spectrum. In the past, we have used a single corner Aki(1967)/Brune(1970) spectrum. However,
using data from the NGA West-2 (Ancheta et al., 2014), we have determined that the spectrum
should have two corners, one related to the overall duration and one related to the spectral level of
the high frequency radiation. In essence, the classical Aki (1967)/Brune (1970) single-corner
source spectrum should be modified to include a second corner, i.e., a double-corner frequency
(DCF) source spectrum (e.g., Gusev, 1983; Luco, 1985; Atkinson, 1993; Atkinson and Silva,
1997).
Intellectual Merit
The classical Aki (1967)/Brune (1970) source spectrum has a single corner that can be related to
stress drop (Brune, 1970, 1971). The single corner frequency is related to the overall duration of
the rupture process. There is a stress parameter that controls the high frequencies which are directly
related to root-mean-square acceleration (Hanks, 1979; McGuire and Hanks, 1980). There is
clearly a difference in estimating the stress parameter from acceleration and stress drop estimated
from a spectrum, assumed to have a single corner (Cotton et al., 2013). Using data from crustal
earthquakes (Ancheta et al, 2014), we have determined scaling relations for the two corners of a
double-corner source spectrum. This spectrum resolves the quandary discussed by Cotton et al.
(2013) as to what is the stress drop of an earthquake.
Broader Impacts
A critical need for earthquake engineering is knowledge of near-source ground motion from
damaging crustal earthquakes. While the data are becoming more plentiful (e.g., Ancheta et al.,
2014), there is a notable lack of data within 20 km of the causative fault for earthquakes with M>6.
Physics-based kinematic earthquake scenarios can provide computed broadband accelerograms
for a wide range of magnitudes and distances.
Introduction
Because of a family emergency for both PI’s, the project did not start on time. A no-cost extension
to end of 2020 was requested and granted. Here we report our preliminary results in theory
development and modification to the current UCSB broadband simulation algorithm.
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1. Theory Development
We have introduced two double-corner frequency (DCF) source spectral models— JA19 and
JA19_2S— for crustal earthquakes in active tectonic regimes (Ji and Archuleta, 2020). Both
models have the shape defined as
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Model JA19 is self-similar. For 3.3<M<7.3, its corner frequencies 𝑓&' and 𝑓&( scale with magnitude
M as
log (𝑓&' (𝑀)) = 1.754 − 0.5𝑀
log (𝑓&( (𝑀)) = 3.250 − 0.5𝑀
log (𝑓&D (𝑀)) = 2.502 − 0.5𝑀.
(2)
D
Here 𝑓& =E𝑓&' 𝑓&( is an apparent single corner frequency (SCF) omega-squared model that fits
low and high frequency asymptotical amplitudes of the JA19 model. The black lines in Figure 1a
show the acceleration Fourier amplitude source spectra of M=5, and 7 earthquakes, predicted by
JA19. This model satisfactorily fits the log-mean PGA, PGV and DomF as a function of magnitude
for the NGA West-2 dataset from M 3.3 to M 7.3. However, the model notably underpredicts the
observations around M 5.3. The source duration 𝜏G predicted by the JA19 model (𝜏G = 1/𝜋𝑓&' ) is
in good agreement with the scaling relationships of the scaling relationship used by GCMT project
[Ekström et al., 2005] and that derived for non-subduction earthquakes [Courboulex et al., 2016]
The scaled energy (𝐸J /𝑀" ) of the JA19 model is 2.2x10-5, and the corresponding apparent stress
drop Δ𝜎M is 0.73 MPa. Both are in good agreement with the previous results [Ide and Beroza,
2001]. The relative amplitudes of 𝐸J in three frequency bands, 𝑓 ≤ 𝑓&' , 𝑓&' < 𝑓 < 𝑓&( and 𝑓 ≥ 𝑓&(
are 0.5%, 49.0%, and 50.5%, respectively.
Aiming to resolve the misfit around M 5.3, we modified the scaling relation of 𝑓&' in the JA19
model and obtain a two-segment scaling relationship,
1.4735 − 0.415 𝑀
log(𝑓&' ) = Q
2.3745 − 0.585 𝑀

𝑀 ≤ 5.3
𝑀 > 5.3

(3)

The scaling relation of 𝑓&( is the same as in Equation 2. We name this model JA19_2S accordingly.
This work was conducted under the support of the current grant. JA19_2S explains the log-mean
PGA, PGV and DomF of NGA West-2 dataset from M 3.3 to M 7.3 remarkably well (Figure 1).
Considering the relation 𝜏G = 1/𝜋𝑓&' , the source duration 𝜏G inferred from JA19_2S increases
with seismic moment as 𝑀"'/(T/U) , with 𝜀~0.614 for 3.3<M<5.3 and 𝜀~ − 0.436 for 5.3<M<7.3.
Because of 𝑀" ∝ (∆𝜎[ 𝑉] T )𝜏G T [e.g., Kanamori and Rivera, 2004], this may suggest:
(1) ∆𝜎[ is a constant but the rupture velocity 𝑉] increases 47% when magnitude increases from M
3.3 to M 5.3 and subsequently decrease 47% when magnitude further increases to 7.3.
(2) 𝑉] is a constant but the average stress drop ∆𝜎[ increases 3.2 times when magnitude increases
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from M 3.3 to M 5.3 and subsequently decreases 3.2 times when magnitude further increases
to 7.3. This is analogous to what Atkinson and Silva [1997] found.
In both cases, the scaled energy increases 2.2 times from 2.2 × 10_` for M 3.3 events to
4.7 × 10_` for M 5.3 events, and subsequently decreases 2.2 times to 2.2 × 10_` for M 7.3 events.

Figure 1. Comparison of DCF JA19 and JA19_2S models. (a) Comparison of synthetic
acceleration Fourier amplitude spectra of M 5 and 7 earthquakes, predicted by JA19 and
JA19_2S models. The comparisons of the synthetic (red line for JA19_2S and black line
for JA19) and observed log-mean PGA, PGV, and DomF values (black circles) are shown
in (b), (c), and (d), respectively. The bars denote the corresponding standard deviations.
2. Modification of UCSB broadband simulation method
In the current UCSB broadband simulation method [Crempien and Archuleta, 2015; Liu et al.,
2006; Schmedes et al., 2013] there is an explicit constraint: the final moment-rate spectrum should
approximate an Aki-Brune single corner spectrum that has an a priori corner based on an assumed
3

stress drop. (The temporal parameters related to the rupture time and the slip-rate functions of each
subfault are continuously adjusted in an inner loop until the spectrum of source moment-rate
function approximates a specified Aki-Brune spectrum). The main subject we had proposed is to
replace the single corner spectrum with a DCF model similar to JA19 in Ji and Archuleta (2020).
Figure 2 shows a representative result using the 1999 Hector Mine earthquake as an example.
Using a moment magnitude of 7.13 [Ji et al., 2002] in Equation (2), we obtain the double corner
frequencies (𝑓&' , 𝑓&( ) of (0.015 Hz, 0.48 Hz). The apparent SCF corner frequency 𝑓&D is 0.085 Hz.
The Hector Mine earthquake had been studied during the code validation with UCSB method. The
optimal corner frequency 𝑓& of the Brune spectrum found during previous trial-and-error studies
was 0.075 Hz. The predicted 𝑓&D agrees with this optimal 𝑓& remarkably well. In this experiment,
we try to find an optimal source model with an acceleration spectral shape in the frequency band
from 0.2 Hz to 20 Hz that is similar to that of JA19 model.
Without loss of generality, let’s represent the normalized moment rate function as 𝑀" (𝑡b ), 𝑡b =
h" (𝑓b ), 𝑓b =
(𝑘 − 1) ∗ 𝑑𝑡, 𝑘 = 1,2, … 2g , 𝑑𝑡 is sampling interval. Its acceleration spectrum is 4𝜋 ( 𝑀
g_'
g_'
g
(𝑘 − 1) ∗ 𝑑𝑓, 𝑘 = 1,2, … 2
. 𝑓b varies from zero to 2
𝑑𝑓 (𝑑𝑓 = 1/2 𝑑𝑡). We divide the
entire frequency range into N-1 bands. The frequency range of an arbitrary band m (m=1, 2, …N1) is [2j_' 𝑑𝑓, (2j − 1)𝑑𝑓]. We have estimated the geometric mean of the spectrum within each
band. The yellow dots in Figures 2b-2d denote the centers of these frequency bands and
corresponding geometric means. During the inversion, we minimize these mean spectral values
estimated from JA19 model and potential source model. Using this approach, we can avoid overweighting the high frequency signals. Figure 2a shows the normalized moment rate function of
one optimal source model. Figure 2c-2d shows corresponding displacement, velocity and
acceleration spectrum as a black line, accompanying with the JA19 model in red line. Note that
the yellow dots match the JA19 model well.
Regardless the success shown in Figure 2, we have found a caveat that was previously overlooked.
The average rise time (simple average) of this optimal source model is only 0.4 s, which is small
for such an M 7 earthquake. We have reviewed the previous realizations using the single-corner
frequency source spectra as the constraint, and found similar results. Somerville et al. [1999]
analyzed about 20 finite fault slip models and found that the average rise time 𝑇J of an earthquake
'/T
scales with seismic moment as 𝑇J = 2.03 × 10_m 𝑀" , 𝑀" in dyne.cm. The predicted average rise
time for the 1999 Hector Mine earthquake is 1.7 s, over 4 times larger than found in our source
model. The finite fault inversions have mainly relied on the seismic data with frequency less than
1.0 Hz; the inverted rise time might be overestimated to some extent. Based on the results of the
strong ground motion validation tests, Graves and Pitarka [2015] suggested a modified empirical
relationship. For a vertical strike-slip fault, they found that the average rise time satisfies 𝑇J =
'/T
1.45 × 10_m 𝑀" , 𝑀" in dyne.cm. With this relation the expected average rise time 𝑇J for a M
7.13 earthquake is 1.2 s, still a factor of three larger than ours. The fact that optimal source model
has a short rise time suggests that the models with appropriate average rise time cannot excite
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enough high frequency signals. Resolving this issue has become our highest priority; we are
looking into many different remedies.

Figure 2. Moment rate function of one realization of M 7.13 Hector Mine earthquake (a) and
its corresponding normalized spectrum in displacement (b), velocity (c) and acceleration (d)
in black line. The red line in Figure b-d shows the double-corner frequency spectrum predicted
using model JA19. We divide the spectra into multiple frequency bands. The yellow dots
denote the centers of these frequency bands the geometric means of spectral values within
these bands. The dots within the frequency range from 0.2 Hz to 22.5 Hz shall match the red
line. See text for details.
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